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FOUNDATION 
Unit Title Teaching material ref 

1 R1: Pulse and tempo F(1) Introduction to 
pulse, beat and tempo 2 Perf3: Tempo 

3 R2: Reading the top number of duple, triple and quadruple simple 
time signatures 2/4, 3/4, 4/4 

4 Rhythm revision: externalising the pulse 

5 P1: Pitch F(2) Reading and singing 
notes of the treble or 
bass clef 

6 P2: Staves, systems and scores 

7 P3: Reading the notes of the treble clef without leger lines 

8 P4: Reading the notes of the treble clef including those on leger 
lines 

9 P5: Reading the notes of the bass clef without leger lines 

10 P6: Reading the notes of the bass clef including those on leger 
lines 

11 P7: Finding notes on a keyboard for yourself 

12 Revision: Finding the notes in my voice 

13 R3: Reading crotchets and quavers, notes and rests F(3) Introduction to 
reading and singing 
rhythm notation 

14 R4: Reading quavers in beat groups 

15 Perf4: Lyrics 

16 R5: Reading the top and bottom number of 2/4, 3/4 and 4/4 time 
signatures 

17 R6: Reading minims and semibreves, notes and rests 

18 R7: Reading semiquavers and quavers, notes and rests 

19 Rhythm revision: Reading, counting and singing semibreves, 
minims, crotchets, quavers, and semiquavers (notes and rests) 
within 2/4, 3/4, 4/4 time signatures 

20 P8: The D major scale F(4) Reading and singing 
melodies in D major in 
treble or bass clef 

21 P9: Significant notes in the major scale: tonic and dominant, 
focusing on D major 

22 P10: Significant notes in the major scale: leading note and 
subdominant, focusing on D major 

23 P11: Speed-reading scale patterns, focusing on D major 

24 P12: Working out intervals within a major scale, focusing on D 
major 

25 Revision: Reading and singing melodies in D major, focusing on 
intervals within the diatonic major scale 

26 R8: Reading anacruses and incomplete bars F(5) Reading and singing 
dotted notes and tied 
notes in G, F and C major 

27 R9: Reading dotted crotchets and minims 

28 P13: Reading and singing diatonic melodies in G major 

29 R10: Reading dotted quavers 

30 P14: Reading and singing diatonic melodies in F major 

31 R11: Reading tied notes 

32 P15: Reading and singing diatonic melodies in C major 

33 Rhythm revision: Reading, counting and singing rhythms featuring 
dotted notes and tied notes in 2/4, 3/4, 4/4 time signatures 

34 R12: Reading more duple, triple and quadruple simple time 
signatures with a minim beat, 2/2, 3/2, 4/2 

F(6) Reading and singing 
melodies in 2/2, 3/2 and 
4/2 in Bb major 35 R13: Reading more duple, triple and quadruple simple time 

signatures with a quaver beat, 2/8, 3/8, 4/8 

36 P16: Reading and singing diatonic melodies in Bb major 

37 Rhythm revision: Reading, counting and singing rhythms with 
semibreves, minims, crotchets, quavers (notes and rests), dotted 
notes and tied notes in 2/2, 3/2, 4/2, 2/8, 3/8, 4/8 
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FOUNDATION LIST OF UNITS  
 

Title R1: Pulse and tempo 

Question(s) What is pulse? 
What is tempo? 

Activity Externalising the pulse 
Clapping a pulse 
Identify BPM, using a metronome 
Using tempo words to describe a piece of music 
Identifying tempo words in the score 
Changing pulse 
Pauses 

 

Title Perf3: Tempo 

Question(s) How is tempo notated in choral music? 

Activity Reading tempo words and metronome marks  
Reading changes of tempo including accelerando, ritardando and 
rallentando, pauses and cut-offs 
Interpretation of tempo markings 

 

Title R2: Reading the top number of duple, triple and quadruple simple 
time signatures 2/4, 3/4, 4/4 

Question(s) What is duple, triple and quadruple time? 
What is the function of the top number of a time signature in 2/4, 
3/4, 4/4? 

Activity Externalising the pulse 
Feeling and clapping the strong first beat  
Reading the top number (2, 3, 4) of 2/4, 3/4, 4/4 
Conducting in 2, 3 and 4 beats 

 

Title Rhythm revision: externalising the pulse 

Question(s) How can we show pulse in music? 

Activity Feeling and clapping the pulse 
Conducting in 2, 3, and 4 beat patterns 
Draw examples from current choir repertoire 

 

Title P1: Pitch 

Question(s) What is pitch? 
What is a clef? 
What is a stave? 

Activity Aural memory 
Pitch patterning 
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Placing notes on the stave, using a stave with no clef 

 

Title P2: Staves, systems and scores 

Question(s) What is a stave? 
What is a system? 
What is short score and full score? 

Activity Reading choral scores as a unit 
Reading short scores and full scores 
Split parts 

 

Title P3: Reading the notes of the treble clef without leger lines 
 

 
Question(s) What letter names are assigned to the notes of the treble clef and 

how can I find the pitches in my voice? Note singers focus on their 
own clef 

Activity Letter names we use in music  
Treble clef as G clef  
Reading notes of the treble clef in step-wise sequences of 3-5 notes 
and longer 
Finding pitches in the treble clef on the stave and on a keyboard 

 

Title P4: Reading the notes of the treble clef including 
those on leger lines 

 
Question(s) What letter names are assigned to the notes of the 

treble clef including those on leger lines and how can 
I find the pitches in my voice?  

Activity Reading notes of the treble clef in step-wise 
sequences of 5+ notes 
Reading notes on leger lines 
Finding patterns and mnemonics 
Finding pitches in the treble clef on the stave and on 
a keyboard 

 

Title P5: Reading the notes of the bass clef without leger lines 

 
Question(s) What letter names are assigned to the notes of the bass clef and how 

can I find the pitches in my voice? Note singers focus on their own 
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clef 

Activity Letter names we use in music  
Bass clef as F clef  
Reading notes of the bass clef in step-wise sequences of 3-5 notes 
and longer 
Finding pitches in the bass clef on the stave and on a keyboard 

 

Title P6: Reading the notes of the bass clef including those on leger lines 

 
Question(s) What letter names are assigned to the notes of the bass clef 

including those on leger lines and how can I find the pitches in my 
voice?  

Activity Reading notes of the bass clef in step-wise sequences of 5+ notes 
Reading notes on leger lines 
Finding patterns and mnemonics 
Finding pitches in the bass clef on the stave and on a keyboard 

 

Title P7: Finding notes on a keyboard for yourself 

Question(s) What are the notes on a keyboard? 
How can I play and sing individual notes and sequences of notes 

Activity Navigating the keyboard 
Playing notes on the keyboard and singing them 
Finding the starting and ending note for a sequence of notes, and 
singing the given phrase 

 

Title Revision: Finding the notes in my voice 

Question(s) How can I read and sing individual pitches, and sequences of 3-5, and 
5-10 notes in step-wise patterns? 
How can I find these notes in my voice from a keyboard for myself 

Activity Reading the pitches of the notes on the page and recognising 
patterns of up and down step-wise movement 
Draw examples from current choir repertoire 
Finding notes on the keyboard and singing them as below 

 
 

Title R3: Reading crotchets and quavers, notes and rests 

Question(s) What do the symbols for crotchets and quavers (notes and rests) 
mean, and how do we sing and read them? 

Activity Reading and counting rhythms and word patterns using crotchets 
and quavers (notes and rests) within 2/4, 3/4 and 4/4 time signatures 
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Counting 1 + 2 + etc 

 

Title R4: Reading quavers in beat groups 

Question(s) How are quavers written, counted and sung in multiples of two and 
as single notes 
How are quaver rests written, counted and sung 

Activity Reading and counting rhythms and word patterns with crotchets and 
quavers (notes and rests) in 2/4, 3/4 and 4/4 time signatures 
Counting 1 + 2 + etc 

 

Title Perf4: Lyrics 

Question(s) How are lyrics laid out on the page in choral music? 

Activity Reading lyrics in choral music 
Hyphenation, slurs and phrasemarks 
Sharing lyrics with other voices 
Verses 2, 3, 4 and so on 

 

Title R5: Reading the top and bottom number of 2/4, 3/4 and 4/4 time 
signatures 

Question(s) What does the top and bottom number mean in 2/4, 3/4 and 4/4 
time signatures? 

Activity Reading and counting rhythms and word patterns with crotchets and  
quavers (notes and rests) in 2/4, 3/4 and 4/4 time signatures 

 

Title R6: Reading minims and semibreves, notes and rests 

Question(s) What do the symbols for minims and semibreves (notes and rests) 
mean, and how do we sing and read them? 

Activity Reading and counting rhythms and word patterns with semibreves, 
minims, crotchets, quavers (notes and rests) within 2/4, 3/4 and 4/4 
time signatures 
Counting 1 + 2 + etc 

 

Title R7: Reading semiquavers and quavers, notes and rests 

Question(s) What do the symbols for semiquavers and quavers (notes and rests) 
mean, and how do we sing and read them? 

Activity Reading and counting rhythms and word patterns with semibreves, 
minims, crotchets, quavers, and semiquavers (notes and rests) within 
2/4, 3/4, 4/4 time signatures 
Counting 1e+a 2e+a etc 
Reading beat groupings with quavers and semiquavers 

 

Title Rhythm revision: Reading, counting and singing semibreves, minims, 
crotchets, quavers, and semiquavers (notes and rests) within 2/4, 
3/4, 4/4 time signatures 

Question(s) How do I read and sing semibreves, minims, crotchets, quavers, and 
semiquavers (notes and rests) within 2/4, 3/4, 4/4 time signatures? 
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Activity Externalising the pulse 
Reading, counting and singing semibreves, minims, crotchets, 
quavers, and semiquavers (notes and rests) within 2/4, 3/4, 4/4 time 
signatures  
Counting 1e+a 2e+a etc  
Draw examples from current choir repertoire 

 

Title P8: The D major scale 

Question(s) What is a D major scale? 
What does it mean for a piece of music to ‘be in D major’? 

Activity Make a D major scale, identify the key signature and how it is written 
in the music 
Sing and read melodies from the D major scale in treble and bass clef 
Find and sing the notes on the keyboard 

Note To begin with, we deal with diatonic melodies in major keys without 
accidentals. The sharps or flats will appear in the key signature. They 
are used in the music to make the major scale sequence familiar to 
singers. Later, we introduce accidentals as a change to the major 
scale indicated by the key signature, dealing with these note by note. 
Even later, at Intermediate 2 level, we investigate modulation, and 
the harmonic significance of accidentals 

 

Title P9: Significant notes in the major scale: tonic and dominant, focusing 
on D major 

Question(s) What are the tonic and dominant notes in a D major scale? 
Why are they useful for a singer to be able to identify? 

Activity Reading and singing 1-5, 5-1 with upper and lower dominant in D 
major in treble and bass clef 
Find and sing the notes on the keyboard to confirm what pitches I am 
singing 

 

Title P10: Significant notes in the major scale: leading note and 
subdominant, focusing on D major 

Question(s) What are the leading note and subdominant notes in a D major 
scale? 
Why are they useful for a singer to be able to identify? 

Activity Reading and singing 7-1 
Reading and singing 1-4, 4-1 
Reading and singing combinations of these, and 1-5, 5-1 with upper 
and lower dominant in D major in treble and bass clef 
Find and sing the notes on the keyboard to confirm what pitches I am 
singing 

 

Title P11: Speed-reading scale patterns, focusing on D major 

Question(s) How can I use scale patterns to help me sight read music? 

Activity Spotting scale patterns, melismas and sequences in D major 
Identifying, reading and singing patterns 
Find and sing the notes on the keyboard to confirm what pitches I am 
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singing 

 

Title P12: Working out intervals within a major scale, focusing on D major 

Question(s) What is an interval? 
What is a 2nd, 3rd, 4th, 5th, 6th, 7th and octave within a D major scale? 

Activity Working out how to read and sing intervals 
Three steps for working out intervals: Sing – hum – think  
The thinking voice 
Using the significant notes (tonic, dominant, leading note and 
subdominant) as park benches or waymarks to help you navigate 
around the melody 
Find and sing the notes on the keyboard to confirm what pitches I am 
singing 

Note Initially we focus on the interval number – 3rd or 4th - and not on the 
classification (major 3rd, minor 3rd, augmented 4th, diminished 4th, 
perfect 4th). Singers are encouraged to work out intervals by singing 
up and down the scale, and using their thinking voices to internalise 
these steps in order to be able to leap between the two notes of the 
interval. Avoid discussions about the classifications of intervals as 
much as possible until Intermediate 2 or Advanced, as they rely on 
contextual knowledge of harmony in order to be meaningful.   

 

Title Revision: Reading and singing melodies in D major, focusing on 
intervals within the diatonic major scale 

Question(s) How can I play and sing diatonic melodies in D major? 
How can I find useful notes in the melodies on the keyboard to 
confirm what pitches I am singing? 
How can I speed read diatonic melodies in D major? 

Activity Speed reading diatonic melodies in D major 
Finding the notes of the scale; tonic, subdominant, dominant and 
leading notes in the melody, on the keyboard and in my voice (or 
tuning fork) 
Draw examples from current choir repertoire 

 

Title R8: Reading anacruses and incomplete bars 

Question(s) What is an anacrusis and how do I read and sing it? 

Activity Singing songs that start with an anacrusis with semibreves, minims, 
crotchets, quavers, and semiquavers (notes and rests) within 2/4, 
3/4, 4/4, time signatures 
Splitting the first and last bar 
Conducting prep beats before an anacrusis 

 

Title R9: Reading dotted crotchets and minims 

Question(s) What is a dotted note and how to do I read and count it? 

Activity Changing the value of minims and crotchets (notes and rests) within 
2/4, 3/4, 4/4, time signatures by adding a dot 
Reading, counting and speaking dotted rhythms: 1 (2) + etc  
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Title P13: Reading and singing diatonic melodies in G major 

Question(s) What is a G major scale, how can I identify the key signature and how 
it is written in the music? 
What does it mean for a piece of music to be ‘in G major’? 
What are the notes of the scale; tonic, subdominant, dominant and 
leading notes in my voice and on the keyboard 

Activity Make a G major scale  
Sing and read melodies in G major in treble and bass clef 
Speed reading diatonic melodies using the notes of the scale; tonic, 
subdominant, dominant and leading notes in treble and bass clef 

 

Title R10: Reading dotted quavers 

Question(s) What is a dotted quaver and how to do I read and count it? 

Activity Changing the value of quavers (notes and rests) within 2/4, 3/4, 4/4, 
time signatures by adding a dot 
Reading, counting and speaking dotted rhythms focusing 
on dotted quaver – semiquaver 
 
Beat groupings with dotted quavers 
Counting 1 a 2  

 

Title P14: Reading and singing diatonic melodies in F major 

Question(s) What is a F major scale, how can I identify the key signature and how 
it is written in the music? 
What does it mean for a piece of music to be ‘in F major’? 
What are the notes of the scale; tonic, subdominant, dominant and 
leading notes in my voice and on the keyboard 

Activity Make a F major scale  
Sing and read melodies in F major in treble and bass clef 
Speed reading diatonic melodies using the notes of the scale; tonic, 
subdominant, dominant and leading notes in treble and bass clef 

 

Title R11: Reading tied notes 

Question(s) What effect does adding a tie to two notes of the same pitch have? 
How can I read and sing tied notes? 

Activity Adding ties to rhythms with semibreves, minims, crotchets, quavers, 
and semiquavers (notes and rests) within 2/4, 3/4, 4/4 
Reading rhythms with tied notes 

 

Title P15: Reading and singing diatonic melodies in C major 

Question(s) What is a C major scale, how can I identify the key signature and how 
it is written in the music? 
What does it mean for a piece of music to be ‘in C major’? 
What are the notes of the scale; tonic, subdominant, dominant and 
leading notes in my voice and on the keyboard 

Activity Make a C major scale  
Sing and read melodies in C major in treble and bass clef 
Speed reading diatonic melodies using the notes of the scale; tonic, 
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subdominant, dominant and leading notes in treble and bass clef 

 

Title Rhythm revision: Reading, counting and singing rhythms featuring 
dotted notes and tied notes in 2/4, 3/4, 4/4 time signatures 

Question(s) How do I read and sing rhythms featuring dotted notes and tied 
notes in 2/4, 3/4, 4/4 time signatures? 

Activity Externalising the pulse 
Reading, counting and singing rhythms featuring dotted notes and 
tied notes in 2/4, 3/4, 4/4 time signatures signatures  
Counting 1e+a 2e+a etc  
Draw examples from current choir repertoire 

 

Title R12: Reading more duple, triple and quadruple simple time 
signatures with a minim beat, 2/2, 3/2, 4/2 

Question(s) What does the top and bottom number mean in 2/2, 3/2, 4/2 

Activity Reading and counting rhythms and word patterns with semibreves, 
minims, crotchets, quavers (notes and rests), dotted notes and tied 
notes in 2/2, 3/2, 4/2, 

 

Title R13: Reading more duple, triple and quadruple simple time 
signatures with a quaver beat, 2/8, 3/8, 4/8 

Question(s) What does the top and bottom number mean in 2/8, 3/8, 4/8 

Activity Reading and counting rhythms and word patterns with semibreves, 
minims, crotchets, quavers (notes and rests), dotted notes and tied 
notes in 2/8, 3/8, 4/8 

 

Title P16: Reading and singing diatonic melodies in Bb major 

Question(s) What is a Bb major scale, how can I identify the key signature and 
how it is written in the music? 
What does it mean for a piece of music to be ‘in Bb major’? 
What are the notes of the scale; tonic, subdominant, dominant and 
leading notes in my voice and on the keyboard 

Activity Make a Bb major scale  
Sing and read melodies in Bb major in treble and bass clef 
Speed reading diatonic melodies using the notes of the scale; tonic, 
subdominant, dominant and leading notes in treble and bass clef 

 

Title Rhythm revision: Reading, counting and singing rhythms with 
semibreves, minims, crotchets, quavers (notes and rests), dotted 
notes and tied notes in 2/2, 3/2, 4/2, 2/8, 3/8, 4/8 

Question(s) How do I read and sing rhythms using semibreves, minims, crotchets, 
quavers (notes and rests), dotted notes and tied notes in 2/2, 3/2, 
4/2, 2/8, 3/8, 4/8? 
Counting rhythms 1e+a etc 

Activity Externalising the pulse 
Reading, counting and singing rhythms using semibreves, minims, 
crotchets, quavers (notes and rests), dotted notes and tied notes in 
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2/2, 3/2, 4/2, 2/8, 3/8, 4/8 
Counting 1e+a 2e+a etc  
Draw examples from current choir repertoire 

 


